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Tendercrispy Easy Ninja Foodi Recipes You'll Love Right HereIngredients are in both Imperial

& Metric Measurement SystemNinja Foodi Ultimate Cookbook: 2021 presents C� carefully hank-

picked easy and delicious recipes that you can cook in your Foodi Multi-Cooker! Everything

you need to get started is right here inside this cookbook.This cookbook will teach you:The

Functions of Ninja FoodiTips to Using Ninja Foodi Delicious Meals the Whole Family will

LoveTroubleshootingDetailed Ingredient Lists and Precise CookingTimes for Each

DishAmazing Breakfast RecipesRefreshing Chicken and Poultry RecipesJuicy Beef, Lamb and

Pork RecipesCrispy Fish and Seafood RecipesHealthy Vegetarian RecipesSurprised Desserts

Recipes and moreDive into the recipes, andLet’s get the kitchen worked! Start your Ninja Foodi

journey today!

About the AuthorImperial War Museums is a British national museum organization with

branches at five locations in the United Kingdom, three of which are in London. Its museums

record and showcase experiences of modern conflict and uncover the causes, course, and

consequences of war, from World War I to the present day. --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.Review"Victory in the Kitchen is not your usual cookbook: there are no beautiful

photographs of food carefully prepared in studios, but instead a collection of simple, delightful

and – to our modern palates – unusual recipes from the Second World War. It’s all beautifully

illustrated with some of the museum’s collection of beautiful and often very funny wartime

posters."  � Country Life"Introducing Victory in the Kitchen, a new recipe book filled with

resourceful meals inspired by the kitchen tables of British households during the Second World

War. Combines hearty favourites, including steak and kidney pie, crumpets, and Queen's

pudding, with colourful war posters."  � Period Living & Traditional Homes --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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exactly is the Ninja Foodi?The Ninja Foodi is an electric pressure cooker with a beautiful

outward appearance. Just as beautiful as it is outwardly so is its performance. Ninja Foodi is

among the best and the latest multi-functional pressure cooker every professional or amateur

chef should have.Aside from the obvious function of a pressure cooker, the Ninja Foodi

combines the qualities of a contemporary electric pressure cooker such as an Instant Pot to

the Air Fryer functionality. It uses its patented “Tender Crisp” technology to achieve this, hence

making this cooking appliance unique, must-have finest kitchen gadget there is.Also, aside

from the above function, the Ninja Foodi can be used as a steamer, slow cooker, browning pan,

air crisper, roaster, broiler, and even a dehydrator!Therefore with the Ninja Foodi, you can

prepare all kinds of your favourite Keto-Friendly dish ranging from stews, meat, snacks, and

even desserts!The dehydrator feature of the Ninja Foodi allows you to preserve fruits and

vegetables.With all these functions one will think the Ninja Foodi cooker will be too bulking and

heavy to carry, well, this is the best part, the cooker is handy and user-friendly that everyone

and anyone can use it. Understanding the TenderCrisp TechnologyThe TenderCrisp



Technology is the fundamental feature that makes the Ninja Foodi so unique and appealing to

use.The Ninja Foodi incorporates the cooking technology of Air Fryers to crisp the exterior of a

meal. To achieve a well-cooked food both on the inside and on the outside of food inspired the

combination of Pressure Cooking and Air Frying into one complete package.With the Ninja

Foodi, you can pressure cook your food to the softest while also achieving a nice crispy

exterior using the Air Fryer feature.The crispiness is achieved using the installed Crisping Lid

alongside the Crisping Basket, placed in the appliance.A technique known as the “AirCrisp”

mode starts the crisping action.This complete process of first pressure cooking and then

crisping the meals in a single pot using their crisping basket and Air Crisper is known as their

patented “TenderCrisp” technology. This feature makes the Ninja Foodi an amazing technology,

therefore, putting it on the pedestal with other brands.What to expect inside the boxBelow is a

summary of what you will find inside a box containing a Ninja Foodi cooker.The Pressure

LidThe Crisping LidA 1,400 Watt Housing UnitA 6 and ½ quart ceramic coated potA Stainless-

Steel reversible Steam/Broil rack4-quart Ceramic Coated Cook/Crisping BasketCook and Crisp

Layered InsertA recipe book that covers 45 recipesThe cooker also works with some

accessories, these will help you to fully maximize the use of the cooker. However, these

accessories do not come with the Ninja Foodi box, you have to purchase them separately from

a store.Multi-Purpose PanCrisper PanLoaf PanDehydrating PanRoasting Pan

AttachmentUnderstanding the basics of the control panelTo fully understand how the Ninja

Foodi work the first thing you should know is how the control panel work. Knowing the

functionality of each button will help you to have s smooth and stress-free cooking

experience.Let’s start first with knowing the core buttons. These are the main buttons

frequently used during any cooking process.StandbyNinja Foodi automatically goes into

standby mode if idle for 10 minutes.PowerThis button allows you to turn your appliance on or

off.Keep WarmThis button allows Ninja Foodi to keep the food at a food-safe temperature for a

prolonged period.Start/StopOnce the cooking temperature has been set, you can use the start/

stop button to stop or initiate the cooking process.Time ArrowThe time arrows allow you to set

the timer for your cooking mode.Temp ArrowThe temp arrow allows you to set the temperature

for your appliance.Preset CookingThe Pre-Set cooking button allows you to choose one of the

8 built-in cooking modes and choose the best one suitable for your meal. The different

functions are broken down in the next section.The Core Functionalities of the FoodiThe

following guide would help you understand the function of each button so that you can use

them to their full capability.PressureThe Pressure Button allows you to simply Pressure Cook

your foods using the Ninja Foodi. This will cook meals almost 70% faster than traditional

methods. If you use this button, you will get the option of expelling the pressure naturally or

perform a quick release pressure in the end.Releasing the pressure naturally is often

recommended for tough meats while the quick release is often suited for tender cuts like fish or

even vegetables.SteamThis button allows you to cook very delicate food at high temperatures.

Just make sure to use at least a cup of water when steaming your food. While using this

feature, make sure to use the Pressure Lid.Slow CookerThis button allows you to use the Ninja

Foodi as a traditional Slow Cooker. Food will be cooked at a very low temperature over a

prolonged period. The time can be adjusted from 12-4 hours, and once the cooking is done,

the appliance will automatically switch to the “KEEP WARM” function where the meal stays

hot.Sear/SauteThis particular button allows you to use your Ninja Foodi to brown meat. This

feature is excellent when you need searing or browning meat/ Sautéing spices. This same

function can also be used to simmer sauces. Similar to Broil mode, this does not come with a

temperature setting, rather, once you are done browning, you simply need to press the “START/



STOP” button to initiate or stop the process.Air CrispThis is possibly the most unique feature of

the Ninja Foodi. Using the Air Crisp feature, you will be able to use your Ninja Foodi as an Air

Fryer, which allows you to add a nice crispy and crunchy texture to your food with little to

almost no oil. This particular setting cooks the food at extremely high temperatures between

300F to 400F. As a general tip, it is advised that you pre-heat the appliance before adding your

ingredients for the best results. Needless to say, this feature uses the Crisping lid.Bake/

RoastThe Bake/Roast function is an awesome mode that allows users to seamlessly use their

Ninja Foodi as a regular oven (thanks to crisping lid) that allows them to create inspiring baked

goods.BroilThe Broil feature is used in conjunction with the Crisping Lid to slightly brown or

caramelizes the surface of your food. It cooks food at a higher temperature to create the

required brown surface. Keep in mind that this feature has no temperature

adjustment.DehydrateThe Dehydrate function allows you to dehydrate food between 41 °C and

91 °C, and this feature allows you to make healthy dried snacks out of meat, vegetables, and

fruits. However, if you want to use this feature, it is advised that you purchase a dehydrating

rack for maximum efficiency.Looking at the different Core parts of the Ninja Foodi Now that you

are familiar with the basics of the Ninja Foodi, let me walk you through the core parts of the

Ninja Foodi to help in the further familiarization of the appliance itself.There are 5 core

components of your Ninja Foodi that you should know.Pressure LidThe pressure lid turns your

Ninja Foodi into an excellent electric pressure that allows you to cook your food efficiently and

quickly using the power of pressure.Crisping LidThe Crisping lid adapts the fan and

temperature of the Ninja Foodi so that you use the Air Crisp feature, alongside bake/Roast,

broil and dehydrate mode.The powerful fan rotates at 2500 rpm and distributes heat all around

your meal. Temperature up to 232 °C can be reached using this method. On the other hand,

the temperature can be as low as 38 °C as well, this allows you to dehydrate vegetables, fruits,

meats etc.Cooking PotThe Ninja Foodi’s cooking pot is carefully designed with an extra-wide

diameter to ensure that you cannot only pressure cook meals but also Saute and sear

vegetables and meat when needed. The Nano ceramic coating of the pot ensures that you can

cook anything you want! However, always endeavour to use wooden or silicone utensils when

cooking with this appliance.Cook and Crisp Basket These baskets are specifically designed for

Air Crisping foods. They ensure you get a perfectly brown and crispy finish on your

meals.Reversible RackThis rack allows you to steam vegetables and fish rapidly when placed

in the lower chamber. On the other hand, if placed in the upper chamber it is used to broil and

give food a crispy finish.Why is the Ninja Foodi so amazing? Wholesome 360 MealsWith the

Ninja Foodi you can make a wide variety of healthy meals using several different accessories.

The upper and the lower chamber can be used simultaneously. You can cook meat on the

bottom while adding veggies on top using the reversible rack. Each meal will get an even and

fine texture which will, in turn, provide a satisfying meal.One-Pot that does it all The Ninja Foodi

is a versatile cooker, this is what makes it unique and different from other brands.Its

TenderCrisp technology turns simple recipes like soups and stews into amazing meals!

Alternatively, the pressure cooking feature allows you to simply cook stews, chilis, casseroles,

and even desserts! The list goes on, Ninja Foodi can do many more than the above mentioned.

The crisping lid can be used to bake biscuits too!Defrost-Be GoneThe Ninja Foodi is a unique

cooker that allows you to directly cook frozen meals, saving a lot of time. The pressure method

can easily defrost and tenderize frozen meat, while the Crisping Lid allows you to get a fine

crispy finish.Restaurant Quality Dish At HomeYes, you read that right! Using the Ninja Foodi

and its patented Air Crisping technology, you can create restaurant-style BBQ meals in an

instant! A fine 5-pound chicken, beef brisket, pork belly! Nothing is off-limits with the Ninja



Foodi cooker.Saves space in Kitchen The versatility of the Ninja Foodi and its capacity act as a

multi-functional appliance that allows you to get rid of the steamer, Saute pan, slow cooker,

pressure cooker and a myriad of different appliances taking space in your kitchen. Ninja Foodi

can successfully replace all of these.High-Pressure kills microbesUsing the pressure cooking

option of the Ninja Foodi ensure that 99% of harmful microbes are killed during the cooking

process due to the high temperature used. The Ninja Foodi is also able to kill significantly

resistant microbes as well.Amazing tips for the perfect “TenderCrisp”Using TenderCrisp

technology of the Ninja Foodi cooker might seem complicated at first. To make things easier

try the following tips.• �Always pre-heat the Ninja Foodi appliance for at 5 minutes before using

the Sear/Saute, Air Crips or Broil functions.• �It is recommended that you shake the ingredients

once or twice during the cooking process when Air Frying with Ninja Foodi. This allows for even

cooking on all sides.• �When crisping a large number of veggies, sprinkle a little bit of oil on top/

or use a brush the pot with oil before cooking.• �Keep the ingredients at the same size when

crisping. This will allow for even cooking.• �If you are cooking rise ensure to rinse it thoroughly

under water before adding them to the Foodi.• �If you are making an all-in-one-pot meal, add a

layer of meat to the base of the pot, place the reversible rack and put the veggies/or whatever

you require on the rack. This will not only build more flavour but will make it more convenient

for all ingredient to be crispy.Awesome general tips about the appliance While the previous

paragraph covered tips to improve your Tender Crisping cooking experience, the following tips

should be followed when using Ninja Foodi generally.• �The “Timer” button doesn’t only work as

a time setting button but can also be used as a “Delay Timer’, which means that a specific time

can be set for the appliance to automatically start and cook the food.• �Use the same amount of

water you will normally use to unfrozen meat when using a regular stove to unfrozen meat

when using Ninja Foodi.• �If you are in a hurry, skip the natural pressure release system and opt

for a quick release. To do this, move the pressure valve to the “Open” position. However, keep

in mind that to release the pressure this way might be a little uncertain as a lot of pressure gets

released at once. So be watchful.• �Always ensure that the lid of the cooker is properly placed

this will ensure productive cooking. So, always double-check and be assured that the silicon

ring is placed strongly all around the groove of the Ninja Foodi.• �Before pressure cooking, make

certain that your pressure valve is set in the position labelled “Locked”, otherwise your Ninja

Foodi won’t be able to build up the pressure.• �If you are entirely new to Ninja Foodi, you may

find yourself a little bit puzzled by the term “Release pressure naturally”. Well, all you have to

do to release pressure normally is simply let your device launch pressure release by itself after

the timer reaches “0”. This would take about 10-15 mins for all pressure to be released down to

a safe level.Breakfast Recipes Pumpkin Steel Cut Oatmeal(Prep + Cooking Time: 25 min |

Servings: 4)Ingredients:½ cup pumpkin seeds, toasted /65g1 cup pumpkin puree /250ml2 cups

steel cut oats /260g3 cups water /750ml1 tbsp butter /15g3 tbsp maple syrup /45ml ¼ tsp

cinnamon /1.25g½ tsp salt /2.5gInstructions:Melt butter on Sear/Sauté. Add in cinnamon, oats,

salt, pumpkin puree and water. Seal the pressure lid, choose Pressure, set to High, and set the

timer to 10 minutes; press Start. When cooking is complete, do a quick release. Open the lid

and stir in maple syrup and top with toasted pumpkin seeds to serve.Bacon and Sausage

Cheesecake(Prep + Cooking Time: 25 min | Servings: 6)Ingredients:8 eggs, cracked into a

bowl8 oz. breakfast sau sage; chopped /240g4 slices bread, cut into ½ -inch cubes1 large

green bell pepper; chopped1 large red bell pepper; chopped1 cup chopped green

onion /130g½ cup milk /125ml2 cups water /500ml1 cup grated Cheddar cheese /130g3 bacon

slices; chopped1 tsp red chili flakes /5gSalt and black pepper to tasteInstructions:Add the

eggs, sausage chorizo, bacon slices, green and red bell peppers, green onion, chili flakes,



cheddar cheese, salt, pepper, and milk to a bowl and use a whisk to beat them

together.Grease C� bundt pan with cooking spray and pour the egg mixture into it. After, drop the

bread slices in the egg mixture all around while using C� spoon to push them into the

mixture.Open the Ninja Foodi, pour in water, and fit the rack at the center of the pot. Place

bundt pan on the rack and seal the pressure lid. Select Pressure mode on High pressure for 6

minutes, and press Start/Stop. Once the timer goes off, press Start/Stop, do C� quick pressure

release. Run a knife around the egg in the bundt pan, close the crisping lid and cook for

another 4 minutes on Bake/Roast on 380 °F or 194°C. When ready, place C� serving plate on the

bundt pan, and then, turn the egg bundt over. Use a knife to cut the egg into slices. Serve with C�

sauce of your choice.Cheesy Bacon Grits(Prep + Cooking Time: 20 min | Servings:

4)Ingredients:3 slices smoked bacon; diced1 cup ground Grits /130g1 ½ cups grated Cheddar

cheese /195g½ cup water /125ml½ cup milk /125ml2 tsp butter /30gSalt and black

pepperInstructions:To preheat the Ninja Foodi, select Sear/Sauté mode and set to HIGH

pressure. Cook bacon until crispy, about 5 minutes. Set aside. Add the grits, butter, milk, water,

salt, and pepper to the pot and stir using a spoon. Close the pressure lid and secure the

pressure valve. Choose the Pressure mode and cook for 3 minutes on High. Press Start/Stop.

Once the timer has ended, turn the vent handle and do C� quick pressure release. Add in

cheddar cheese and give the pudding a good stir with the same spoon. Close crisping lid,

press BAKE/ROAST button and cook for 8 minutes on 370 °F or 188°C. Press Start key.When

ready, dish the cheesy grits into serving bowls and spoon over the crisped bacon. Serve right

away with toasted bread.French Dip Sandwiches(Prep + Cooking Time: 1 hr 35 min | Servings:

8)Ingredients:2 ½ pounds beef roast /1125g2 tbsp olive oil /30ml1 onion; chopped4 garlic

cloves; sliced½ cup dry red wine /125ml2 cups beef broth stock /500ml1 tsp dried

oregano /5g16 slices Fontina cheese8 split hoagie rollsInstructions:Generously apply pepper

and salt to the beef for seasoning. Warm oil on Sear/Sauté and brown the beef for 2 to 3

minutes per side. Set aside on C� plate.Add onions and cook for 3 minutes, until translucent. Mix

in garlic and cook for one a minute until soft.To the Foodi, add red wine to deglaze. Scrape the

cooking surface to remove any browned sections of the food using C� wooden spoon’s flat edge;

mix in beef broth and take back the juices and beef to your pressure cooker. Over the meat,

scatter some oregano.Seal the pressure lid, choose Pressure, set to High, and set the timer to

50 minutes; press Start. Release pressure naturally for around 10 minutes. Transfer the beef to C�

cutting board and slice. Roll the sliced beef and add a topping of onions. Each sandwich should

be topped with 2 slices fontina cheese.Place the sandwiches in the pot, close the crisping lid

and select Air Crisp. Adjust the temperature to 360°F or 183°C and the time to 3 minutes.

Press Start. When cooking is complete, the cheese should be cheese melt. Paprika Shirred

Eggs(Prep + Cooking Time: 20 min | Servings: 2)Ingredients:4 eggs; divided4 slices of ham2

tbsp heavy cream /30ml3 tbsp Parmesan cheese /45g¼ tsp pepper /1.25g2 tsp butter; for

greasing /10g2 tsp chopped chives /10g¼ tsp paprika /1.25gInstructions:Grease C� pie pan with

the butter. Arrange the ham slices on the bottom of the pan to cover it completely. Use more

slices if needed. Whisk one egg along with the heavy cream, salt, and pepper, in a small bowl.

Pour the mixture over the ham slices. Crack the other eggs over the ham.Scatter Parmesan

cheese over, close the crisping lid and cook for 14 minutes on Air Crisp mode at 320 °F or

160°C. Sprinkle with paprika and garnish with chives.Maple Giant Pancake (Prep + Cooking

Time: 30 min | Servings: 6)Ingredients:3 cups flour /390g!S cup olive oil /84ml!S cup sparkling

water /84ml¾ cup sugar /98g5 eggs2 tbsp maple syrup /30ml!S tsp salt /1.67g1 ½ tsp baking

soda /7.5gA dollop of whipped cream to serveInstructions:Start by pouring the flour, sugar,

eggs, olive oil, sparkling water, salt, and baking soda into C� food processor and blend until



smooth. Pour the batter into the Ninja Foodi and let it sit in there for 15 minutes. Close the lid

and secure the pressure valve.Select the Pressure mode on Low pressure for 10 minutes.

Press Start/Stop.Once the timer goes off, press Start/Stop, quick-release the pressure valve to

let out any steam and open the lid.Gently run a spatula around the pancake to let loose any

sticking. Once ready, slide the pancake onto C� serving plate and drizzle with maple syrup. Top

with the whipped cream to serveDeviled Eggs(Prep + Cooking Time: 20 min | Servings:

6)Ingredients:10 large eggs¼ cup cream cheese /32.5ml¼ cup mayonnaise /62.5ml1 cup

water /250ml¼ tsp chili powder /1.25gsalt and ground black pepper to tasteInstructions:Add

water to the Foodi’s pot. Insert the eggs into the steamer basket; place into the pot. Seal the

pressure lid, choose Pressure, set to High, and set the timer to 5 minutes. Press Start.When

ready, release the pressure quickly.Drop eggs into an ice bath to cool for 5 minutes. Press

Start. Peel eggs and halve them.Transfer yolks to a bowl and use C� fork to mash; stir in cream

cheese, and mayonnaise. Add pepper and salt for seasoning. Ladle yolk mixture into egg white

halves. Sweet Bread Pudding (Prep + Cooking Time: 45 min | Servings: 3)Ingredients:8 slices

of bread2 eggs¼ cup sugar /32.5g¼ cup honey /62.5ml1 cup milk /250ml½ cup

buttermilk /125ml4 tbsp raisins /60g2 tbsp chopped hazelnuts /30g2 tbsp butter,

softened /30g½ tsp vanilla extract /2.5mlCinnamon for garnishInstructions:Beat the eggs along

with the buttermilk, honey, milk, vanilla, sugar, and butter. Stir in raisins and hazelnuts. Cut the

bread into cubes and place it in a bowl.Pour the milk mixture over the bread. Let soak for about

10 minutes. Close the crisping lid and cook the bread pudding for 25 minutes on Roast mode.

Leave the dessert to cool for 5 minutes, then invert onto C� plate and sprinkle with cinnamon to

serve.Prosciutto Egg Bake(Prep + Cooking Time: 45 min | Servings: 4)Ingredients:8 ounces

prosciutto; chopped /240g1 cup shredded Monterey Jack cheese /130g1 cup water /250ml1

cup whole milk /250ml1 orange bell pepper, seeded and chopped4 eggs1 tsp salt /5g1 tsp

freshly ground black pepper /5gInstructions:Break the eggs into C� bowl, pour in the milk, salt,

and black pepper and whisk until combined. Stir in the Monterey Jack Cheese.Put the bell

pepper and prosciutto in the cake pan. Then, pour over the egg mixture, cover the pan with

aluminum foil and put on the reversible rack.Put the rack in the pot and pour in the water. Seal

the pressure lid, choose pressure and set to High. Set the time to 20 minutes and choose Start/

Stop.When done cooking, do a quick pressure release and carefully remove the lid that is after

the pressure has completely escaped.When baking is complete, take the pan out of the pot

and set it on C� heatproof surface, and cool for 5 minutes.Raspberry and Vanilla Pancake(Prep +

Cooking Time: 15 min | Servings: 4)Ingredients:½ cup frozen raspberries, thawed /65g3 eggs,

beaten1 cup brown sugar /130g2 cups all-purpose flour /260g1 cup milk /250ml2 tbsp maple

syrup /30ml1 tsp baking powder /5g1 ½ tsp vanilla extract /7.5gPinch of saltCooking

sprayInstructions:In a bowl, mix the sifted flour, baking powder, salt, milk, eggs, vanilla extract,

sugar, and maple syrup, until smooth. Gently stir in the raspberries. Grease the basket of your

Ninja Foodi with cooking spray. Drop the batter into the basket. Close the crisping lid and cook

for 10 minutes on Air Crisp mode at 390 °F or 199°C. Serve the pancake right away.Very Berry

Puffs(Prep + Cooking Time: 20 min | Servings: 3)Ingredients:3 pastry dough sheets2 cups

cream cheese /260g1 tbsp honey /15ml2 tbsp mashed raspberries /30g2 tbsp mashed

strawberries /30g¼ tsp vanilla extract /1.25mlInstructions:Divide the cream cheese between

the dough sheets and spread it evenly. In C� small bowl, combine the berries, honey, and vanilla.

Divide the mixture between the pastry sheets. Pinch the ends of the sheets, to form puff. You

can seal them by brushing some water onto the edges, or even better, use egg wash. Lay the

puffs into a lined baking dish.Place the dish into the Ninja Foodi, close the crisping lid and cook

for 15 minutes on Air Crisp mode at 370 °F or 188°C. Once the timer beeps, check the puffs to



ensure they’re puffed and golden. Serve warm.Toasted Bagel(Prep + Cooking Time: 6 min |

Servings: 1)Ingredients:1 bagel2 tbsp butter, softened /30g1 tbsp Parmesan cheese /15g1 tsp

dried basil /5g1 tsp dried parsley /5g1 tsp garlic powder /5gSalt and pepper, to

tasteInstructions:Cut the bagel in half. Place in the Ninja Foodi, close the crisping lid and cook

for 3 minutes on Air Crisp mode at 370 °F or 188°C.Combine the butter, Parmesan, garlic,

basil, and parsley, in C� small bowl. Season with salt and pepper, to taste. Spread the mixture

onto the toasted bagel.Return the bagel to the Ninja Foodi, and cook for an additional 3

minutes on Roast mode. Serve with tangy tomato relish on the side.Cheesy Ham

Sandwich(Prep + Cooking Time: 10 min | Servings: 1)Ingredients:2 slices of American cheese2

slices of bread1 slice of ham2 tsp butter /10gInstructions:Spread one tsp of butter on the

outside of each of the bread slices. Place one cheese slice on the inside of one bread slice, top

with ham slice and another cheese slice. Cover with the second bread slice to create the

sandwich.Place into the Ninja Foodi basket, close the crisping lid and cook for 4 minutes on Air

Crisp mode at 370 °F or 188°C. Flip the sandwich and cook for an additional 4 minutes. When

the timer beeps, remove the sandwich, cut diagonally and serve immediately with ketchup or

chutney.Cranberry-Raspberry Chia Oatmeal(Prep + Cooking Time: 30 min | Servings:

4))Ingredients: 2 raspberries; sliced ½ cup dried cranberries, plus more for garnish /65g2 cups

old fashioned oatmeal /260g3¾ cups water /938ml¼ cup plain vinegar /62.5ml1 tbsp cinnamon

powder /5g½ tsp nutmeg powder /2.5g½ tsp vanilla extract /2.5ml![ tsp salt /0.625gHoney; for

toppingInstructions:Combine the oatmeal, water, vinegar, nutmeg, cinnamon, vanilla,

cranberries, raspberries, and salt in the pot. Seal the pressure lid, hit Pressure, set to High,

and set the timer to 11 minutes. Press Start/Stop to start cooking the oats.When the timer has

ended, perform a natural pressure release for 10 minutes, then C� quick pressure release to let

off any remaining pressure, and carefully open the lid. Stir the oatmeal, drizzle with honey and

more dried cranberries, and serve immediately.Veggie Salmon Balls(Prep + Cooking Time: 40

min | Servings: 4)Ingredients:2 (5 oz) packs steamed salmon flakes /150g3 large potatoes, cut

into chips1 Red onion; chopped3 eggs, cracked into a bowl1 cup breadcrumbs /130g¼ cup

chopped parsley /32.5g4 tbsp butter; divided /60g4 tbsp mayonnaise /60ml2 tbsps olive

oil /30ml1 red bell pepper, seeded and chopped1 tsp garlic powder /5g2 tsp Worcestershire

sauce /10mlSalt and black pepper to tasteInstructions:Turn on the Ninja Foodi and select Sear/

Sauté mode on High pressure. Heat the oil and add half of the butter. Once it has melted, add

the onions and the chopped red bell peppers. Cook for 6 minutes while stirring occasionally.

Press Start/Stop. In C� mixing bowl, add salmon flakes, sautéed red bell pepper and onion,

breadcrumbs, eggs, mayonnaise, Worcestershire sauce, garlic powder, salt, pepper, and

parsley. Use a spoon to mix well while breaking the salmon into the tiny pieces. Use your

hands to mold 4 patties out of the mixture. Add the remaining butter to melt, and when melted,

add the patties. Fry for 4 minutes, flipping once.Then, close the crisping lid, select Bake/Roast

mode and bake for 4 minutes on 320 °F or 160°C. Remove them onto C� wire rack to rest. Serve

the cakes with a side of lettuce and potato salad with C� mild drizzle of herb vinaigrette.Kale-Egg

Frittata(Prep + Cooking Time: 20 min | Servings: 6)Ingredients:1 ½ cups kale; chopped /195g6

large eggs¼ cup grated Parmesan cheese /32.5g1 cup water /250ml2 tbsp heavy

cream /30ml½ tsp freshly grated nutmeg /2.5gcooking spraySalt and black pepper to

tasteInstructions:In a bowl, beat eggs, nutmeg, pepper, salt, and cream until smooth; stir in

Parmesan cheese and kale. Apply C� cooking spray to a cake pan. Wrap aluminum foil around

outside of the pan to cover completely.Place egg mixture into the prepared pan. Add water into

the pot of your Foodi. Set your Foodi’s reversible rack over the water. Gently lay the pan onto

the reversible rack.Seal the pressure lid, choose Pressure, set to High, and set the timer to 10



minutes. Press Start. When ready, release the pressure quickly.Crustless Quiche (Prep +

Cooking Time: 40 min | Servings: 2)Ingredients:4 eggs¼ cup chopped kalamata olives /32.5g¼

cup chopped onion /32.5g½ cup milk /125ml½ cup chopped tomatoes /65g1 cup crumbled feta

cheese /130g1 tbsp chopped basil /15g1 tbsp chopped oregano /15g2 tbsp olive oil /30mlSalt

and pepper to tasteInstructions:Brush a pie pan with the olive oil. Beat the eggs along with the

milk, salt, and pepper. Stir in all of the remaining Ingredients.Pour the egg mixture into the pan.

Close the crisping lid and cook for 30 minutes on Air Crisp mode at 340 °F or 172°C. Leave to

cool before serving. Pancetta Hash with Baked Eggs(Prep + Cooking Time: 50 min | Servings:

4)Ingredients:6 slices pancetta; chopped 2 potatoes, peeled and diced4 eggs1 white onion;

diced1 tsp freshly ground black pepper /5g1 tsp garlic powder /5g1 tsp sweet paprika /5g1

tsp salt /5gInstructions:Choose Sear/Sauté, set to Medium High, and choose Start/Stop to

preheat the pot for 5 minutes.Once heated, lay the pancetta in the pot, and cook, stirring

occasionally; for 5 minutes, or until the pancetta is crispy. Stir in the onion, potatoes, sweet

paprika, salt, black pepper, and garlic powder. Close the crisping lid; choose Bake/Roast, set

the temperature to 350°F or 177°C, and the time to 25 minutes. Cook until the turnips are soft

and golden brown while stirring occasionally.Crack the eggs on top of the hash, close the

crisping lid, and choose Bake/Roast. Set the temperature to 350°F or 177°C, and the time to

10 minutes.Cook the eggs and check two or three times until your desired crispiness has been

achieved. Serve immediately.Cheesy Onion Omelet(Prep + Cooking Time: 10 min | Servings:

1)Ingredients:2 eggs½ onion; sliced1 tbsp olive oil /15ml2 tbsp grated cheddar cheese /30g1

tsp soy sauce /5ml¼ tsp pepper /1.25gInstructions:Whisk the eggs along with the pepper,

onion, and soy sauce, in C� bowl, until well-combined. Grease a baking tray with olive oil and pour

in the egg mixture. Close the crisping lid and cook for 5-6 minutes on Air Crisp mode at 350 °F

or 177°C. Once the timer beeps, check to ensure the eggs have set. Top with the grated

cheddar cheese. Fold the omelet in half and serve with C� green salad.Chai Latte Oatmeal(Prep

+ Cooking Time: 20 min | Servings: 4)Ingredients:1 cup steel-cut oats /130g¼ cup agave

syrup /62.5ml3 ½ cups milk /875ml½ cup raw peanuts /65g¼ tsp ground allspice /32.5g1 tsp

coffee /5g¼ tsp ground cardamom /1.25g1 tsp vanilla extract /5ml1½ tsp ground

ginger /7.5g1¼ tsp ground cinnamon /6.25g½ tsp salt /2.5gInstructions:Using an immersion

blender, puree peanuts and milk to obtain smooth consistency; transfer into the cooker pot. To

the peanuts-milk mixture, add agave syrup, oats, ginger, allspice, cinnamon, salt, cardamom,

tea leaves, and cloves to mix well. Seal the pressure lid, choose Pressure, set to High, and set

the timer to 12 minutes. Press Start.Let pressure to release naturally on completing the

cooking cycle. Add vanilla extract to the oatmeal and stir well before serving.Creamy Zucchini

Muffins(Prep + Cooking Time: 20 min | Servings: 4)Ingredients:1 ½ cups flour /195g3 eggs1

cup milk /250ml½ cup shredded zucchini /65g2 tbsp sugar /30g2 tbsp butter, melted /30ml1

tbsp yogurt /15g2 tbsp cream cheese /30ml1 tsp cinnamon /5g2 tsp baking

powder /10gInstructions:In a bowl, whisk the eggs along with the sugar, C� pinch of salt,

cinnamon, cream cheese, sifted flour, and baking powder.In another bowl, combine all liquid

Ingredients Gently mix the dry and liquid mixtures. Stir in zucchini. Line the muffin tins and pour

in the batter. Close the crisping lid and cook for 12 minutes on Air Crisp mode at 350 °F or

177°C.Once the timer beeps, check with a toothpick to ensure the muffins are set. If necessary,

return them to the Ninja Foodi, and cook for 2-3 more minutes. Transfer to C� cooling rack before

serving. Serve with a scraping of butter.BBQ Chicken Sandwiches(Prep + Cooking Time: 45

min | Servings: 4)Ingredients:4 chicken thighs, boneless and skinless1½ cups iceberg lettuce,

shredded /195g2 cups barbecue sauce /500ml1 onion, minced2 garlic cloves, minced4 burger

buns 2 tbsp minced fresh parsley /30g1 tbsp lemon juice /15ml1 tbsp mayonnaise /15mlSalt to



tasteInstructions:Season the chicken with salt, and transfer into the inner pot. Add in garlic,

onion and barbeque sauce. Coat the chicken by turning in the sauce. Seal the pressure lid,

choose Pressure, set to High, and set the timer to 15 minutes. Press Start.When ready, do a

natural pressure release for 10 minutes. Use two forks to shred the chicken and mix into the

sauce. Press Sear/Sauté and let the mixture to simmer for 15 minutes to thicken the sauce,

until desired consistency.Meanwhile, using C� large bowl, mix the lemon juice, mayonnaise, salt,

and parsley; toss lettuce into the mixture to coat. Separate the chicken in equal parts to match

the sandwich buns; apply lettuce for topping and complete the sandwiches. Soft-Boiled

Eggs(Prep + Cooking Time: 15 min | Servings: 4)Ingredients:4 large eggs1 cups

water /250mlSalt and ground black pepper, to taste.Instructions:To the pressure cooker pot,

add water and place a reversible rack. Carefully place eggs on it. Seal the pressure lid, choose

Pressure, set to High, and set the timer to 3 minutes. Press Start. When cooking is complete,

do C� quick pressure release. Allow cooling completely in an ice bath. Peel the eggs and season

with salt and pepper before serving.Butternut Squash Cake Oatmeal(Prep + Cooking Time: 35

min | Servings: 4)
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Advanced Users, PowerXL Air Fryer Vortex Cookbook for Beginners: 1001 Recipes to Fry,

Bake, Grill, and Roast with Your PowerXL Air Fryer, Sugar-Free Cakes, Cookies, Muffins and
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Family-approved recipes that they'll be wanting to come back to, time &

time again.. If you are big into multi-cooking and air frying, it's definitely beneficial to have just

the one appliance that does everything you need. The Ninja Foodi is a great all-in-one product.

It does an excellent job of pressure cooking and an excellent job of air frying. If you're going to

use it regularly, the consensus seems to be yes.Although I am not a skilled cook, I love

cookbook and likes to read and recommend them for my friends and family.I am a gardener in

the profession and I love to write about food as well as I am great at collecting new cooking

inventions.That’s where this book comes to my attention I was skeptical at first but give it a go

and after a week of trial and errors I can say I am impressed with the recipes, instructions,

formatting, and binding can be improved but it should go through one more editing to avoid

using the repetitive use of synonyms. Overall it’s a great purchaseThis book is outstanding!It is

easy to read and contains all the info you need to create the simple, delicious recipes that ninja

foodi is usually used for. Each step in the recipe makes it so easy to follow. Very impressed

with the Basics section and information on the different kinds of ninja foodi displays.In this

book, you have some favorites, and I believe some brand spanking new recipes, so easy &

broken down, that a kid could do it.A lot of very helpful information for a beginner, but also

recommended for those with a lot of experience with their own foodi creations. A very nice,

quality binding, and it will be a welcome addition to my kitchen staples. I can't wait to create a

meal plan to get started trying them all!Included is a primer on how to use a ninja foodi for all

the different models. Also, basic items & ingredients to have on you.The categories are Basics,

Soups & Stews, Pasta, Rice, Poultry, Meat, Seafood, Vegetables & Sides, & Dessert. In this

book, you have some favorites, and I believe some brand spanking new recipes, so easy &

broken down, that a kid could do it.These are family-approved recipes they'll be wanting to

come back to, time & time again.The book is laid out in steps and the instructions are simple

and easy to follow and I have enjoyed his recipes for a long while. I am a good bit fatter since

becoming acquainted, but that’s not a bad thing, right? Very pleased with this book and am

eager to get cooking to try some new dishes. Proud of you. Looking forward to your next book

of deliciousness.”

Roger Cooper, “Eat well. Excellent product highly recommend”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Really good book. Good recipes in this”

The book by Nancy  Pacheco has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 84 people have provided feedback.
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